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Is the cure worse than the decease?

10% chance some people MAY die from the virus.

100% chance millions of people WILL starve to death.



Introduction

Won’t stop human progress but will interrupt it.
Global economy has gone to hell in a handbasket.

Shock both a DEMAND & SUPPLY shock to the economy.
Similar to the oil price fall-out.

• This shock is all front-loaded.
• GFC in 2008-2009 was 18 months of bad news.
• Great depression (1929) was more gradual (3 years).

Within < 1-month: stock markets, commodity prices, export demand,
remittances, capital flows, credit market liquidity, credit spreads,
employment, consumption, investment, capex, tourism, all in FREE FALL.

Will be a gradual battle to resurface again.

Synchronised downturn. Lifting lockdowns not synchronised.
Global supply chain interruptions will suffocate industries.



Create policy space



At war with ourselves



At war with ourselves

Came like a bolt out of the blue.

Leadership quick on health management.

Leadership test is the economic rescue & recovery.



Previous pandemics – death toll



Previous pandemics – death toll

Questionable statistics?



Half a billion people into poverty



Action required



Massive government response

• test



SA fiscal stimulus (R500 billion)

R130bn Fiscal Spending Reprioritisation
R200bn Bank Guarantee Scheme (largest multiplier)
R  70bn Tax Relief
R100bn Protect & Create JOBS



South Africa’s future…

Employed = 16.4 million People
(includes formal, informal, agriculture &
private households)

Unemployed = 6.7 million People (QLFS, Q4 2019)

Real GDP growth = -10% (2020)

Fiscal deficit = 15% of GDP (2020)



IMF forecasts

• test



IMF forecasts

• test



How to think about the pandemic

Largest shock to global economy since WWII, even for countries with
little COVID-19 infections.
Countries that prevent additional economic infection will be the best off.

Crisis management challenge is compounded by HUGE gaps in knowledge
& information.
• Many things we know that we don’t know.
• Many things we don’t know that we don’t know.
• Many things we know that are wrong.

Overwhelming uncertainty in the process of decision making.

Two topics

1. Creation of policy space - financial muscle is useful.

2. Use of policy space - healthcare, people, companies, banks.



Where are countries now?

Many countries have adopted a lockdown approach.
BUSY managing the lockdowns:
• Attention span occupied with these measures.
• What is classified as essential/non-essential services?
• How to enforce the lockdown? How to deal with cheaters (leaks).
• How to protect families and companies during the lockdown?
• Low savings convert into hunger. How to quickly hand out money?
• How to protect people that we retrenched?
• How to secure funds to pay for this?
• @ War with Ourselves.

• Some governments yet for formulate a strategy of when to lift the 
lockdowns and what to implement after it.

• An infection peak WILL follow. It is a known fact.
• Perhaps alternate lockdowns with odd & even groups.
• But mitigation measures simply postpone the infections peak.
• Options are: wait for heard immunity or vaccine (x month/years?).
• Sacrifice 1%? of population OR risk multiples of dying due to hunger.



Policy space problem

Countries are hit by very large economic shocks.
These shocks would have produced recessions even without COVID-19.
Lowering economic output due to restrictions of movements.

Less economic activity = less tax revenues (SA estimated @ 32%)
At the same time govt wish they could spend more money.
During a time when capital markets are shutting down.



Policy space problem

Governments want to run large DEFICITS
• Abandon fiscal responsibility.

But they also want private sector to run large DEFICITS
• Run negative cashflows and borrow from banks to keep payroll.
• Keep this going until economy revives.
• Households to use savings (pensions, cash, UIF).

MacroEconomics 101…

(Public + Private Sector Deficits) = Current Account DEFICIT of BoP
• How much a country is spending more than what its making.

CA deficit needs to be financed, otherwise you cannot run it.

How?
• Issue foreign liabilities (loans, bonds) or
• Liquidate foreign assets.



Current account deficit as % of GDP



Create policy space

Countries in different positions re creditworthiness & foreign assets.
Magnitude of the crisis = weaker countries require financial assistance.

Borrow at home and abroad
• With support from central bank via accommodative monetary policy.
• Issue bonds and central bank buys them (secondary market).

Use foreign assets
• How much & who owns them?

Restructure budget, cut non-priority expenditures
• Public sector wage bill. Private sector is doing it.
• Uruguay did it. Generated political capital.
• Unions not happy. It distributes the burden & helps liquidity inequality. 

Special interim tax on petrol & diesel
• While US$ oil price is low.



RSA bond rates – investors skeptical



Create policy space - international

What about countries with no creditworthiness?

Official international lending
• Many institutions want to feel important.
• World Bank have $14 billion available.
• Real money is at the IMF with $1 trillion available.
• Countries need it in a hurry.

Debt standstill and restructuring
• G20 debt standstill proposal for certain countries & certain debt.
• To allow more borrowing. Debt servicing cost too high for more debt.
• Existing debt holders will have to take a haircut. Or restructure debt.
• So enable room for new debt.
• If they don’t, no new debt is possible.
• Private sector does it with corporate finance, when fresh money is

introduced.
• This will become more common.



Create policy space - international

Creation of new SDRs (Special Drawing Rights)
• Monetary emissions on a global scale.
• Was done in 2008-2009 during the GFC.

Global PROBLEM = Global SOLUTION
• Requires global responses & global solutions.
• Proposal from Gordon Brown (ex UK PM).



Current account charts



South Africa

Already in recession prior to COVID-19 outbreak. 

SA cannot afford a 1-day lockdown, economically. 

SA’s recession could turn into a depression, unless very large and efficient 
distribution of fiscal stimuli is orchestrated, coupled with debt forgiveness.

SMMEs have less resources and little savings.            

SMMEs will be worst hit compared to multi-national companies.

Asymmetric distribution of government assistance information 
compounds their challenge. 

The price SA is paying is the ULTIMATE = large scale POVERTY.



Use of policy space

What should countries do with the money?

Healthcare
• Increased budgets.
• Increased testing and monitoring.

They cannot spend all the new money – operational constraints, like too
few doctors, procurement obstacles, everybody is trying to do the same
thing, BUT lack of budget should not be the reason why they don’t do
more.

Support people – conditional cash transfers, UIF, pension fund access.

Support companies – access to liquidity loans.

Support banks – will only lend more if some (govt) guarantees exist.

In that order - help the people, then the firms then the banks.



So far, we know …

This is NOT going to be a short war.
Extend the emergency until a vaccine OR herd immunity.
• SA have a leaky bucket with a parallel economy.
• Lockdown has limited effect.
• Most people are going to get the virus in any case, during or very soon

after the lockdown lift.
• SA environment has so many everyday deaths (cancer, TB, murders,

road accidents, HIV, malaria, etc.) prior to the pandemic, hurting the
economy to save some, makes very little sense.

• Very unpopular to speak about. Silence is preferred.
• Fast action is popular, but with only economic downside.
• This will cause more harm than good.

Fiscal prudency and spending limitations out the window for a while.

International cooperation to expand options
• No international leadership. US denies. China lies.
• New ideas how to protect and recover global economy will surface.



A lost decade for South Africa



Global debt crisis



Cash preservation & Business rescue

• Who falls apart in business & jobs depends entirely on cashflow.
• Not on the quality of the product/service.

• To plug the gap bridge loans should be the focus.
• Don’t foreclose on mortgages, cars & other loans.
• Attempt not to fire all employees. Prevent people from falling out of 

the employment pool. Difficult to get back in. 
• We don’t want permanent public ownership of the whole economy, 

just as a temp measure. 
• Do not take on another rescue scheme if an existing one is not 

working. One at a time. 
• Do not have 5 schemes running. Focus only on 1.
• Monitor businesses. 
• Only institutions with existing systems in place, i.e. that have done this 

before should manage these schemes, like banks.

• Plug the income gap. Do not discriminate. Focus on the gap.
• Keep the receipts. Monitor. Analyse. Learn.



World merchandise trade volume - WTO



China GDP growth



Green shoots
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Weaker exchange rate



The New “Normal”

 Globalisation 2.0 just kicked-off.
 However, autarky is not the answer. Retreating to isolation will cause more harm.
 More autarky & less globalisation will be felt in immediate wake of the pandemic. 

 Pandemic likely to escalate US-China conflict perhaps beyond just the trade war. 
 KZN exporters have cheaper access to China vs USA exporters.
 KZN exporters have cheaper access to USA vs China exporters.
 Strategically astute actions would include reduce concentration risk with China…

 China is the bedrock of the global supply chain. 
 Imports: diversify supply chain sources or find (& develop) new suppliers. 
 Exports: diversify the range of export markets. Explore new and adjacent markets. 
 Smaller markets perhaps. Lower levels of risk = lower export earnings volatility.
 Less boom & bust cycles.  

 Increased level of digital communication for services delivery.
 Services trade less sensitive to social distancing disruptions.



Slowbalisation



Forced change – who can adapt?



How do you view the world?

10% GDP decline 90% GDP remaining



The adjustment

Where to focus?

How are we going to SURVIVE?
vs

How are we going to CHANGE?
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